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1. k%‘~~~~ k&S ad ct?dhg ne~v, Introduction. Fields, Extensions, and Polynomials. Fundamen- 
tal Properties of Finite Fields. Vecltor Spaces over Finite Fields. Liwar c&es. Polynomials <)Vt!f 
Finite Fief&. Cyclic Codas, Linear Transformations of Vector Spaces over Finite Fields. C.WI~ 
hQXhCe under Permutation Groups, The Polynclmial Approach to C’t#ijng. Bounds on C-& 
Dictionwks. Comments. Exercises. 
2. Ci~&i~~tsriai C~~~~rucnion~ a d Cabing. Introduction. FZniee Geometries: Their Collineation 
Groups and Codes. Balanced Incomplete Block Designs and Codes. Latin Squares and Steiner 
Triple Systems. Quadratic Residues and Gdes. Hadamard Ma’trices, Difference Sets, and Their 
Chh. Self-Dual and Quasicyclic Codes. Perfect Codes. Comments. Exercises. 
3. Coding and c’ombinaforics. Introduction. General t Designs. Matroids. Chains and Chain 
Groups. Dual Chain Groups. Matroids. Graphs, and Coding. Peufect Codes and 1 Designs. Nearly 
Perfect Codes and f Designs. Balanced Codes and t Designs, Equidistant C&es. Comments. 
Exercises. 
4. ‘fk Sttuct~~ of Semisimple Kings. Introduction. Rings, ideals, and the Minimum Condition. 
Nilpotent Ideafs and the Radical. The Structure of Semisimple Rings. The Structure of Simple Rmgs. 
Tfit: Group Algebra and Group Characters. The Structure of Cyclic Codes, Abehan Codes. 
Comments. Exercises. 
S. Grvluy Rqwesenturions. Introduction. Representation of Groups. Grnup Characters. Orthogan- 
alit-y Relationships and Proper& of Group Characters. Subdueed and Induced Representations. 
IXrect and Semidirect Products. Real Reprewntations. Modules, Group Algebras, and Representa- 
tions, Comments. Exercises. 
6, Group C&es far rhe Gausstin C’hannel. Introducti& Codes for the Gaussian Chaonel. Group 
C&s for the Gaulision Channel. The Configuration Matnx. Distance Properties of Group Codes. 
The Initial Vector Problem. Comments. Exercises. Appendix A. The ,Mobius Inversion Formula. 
Appendix B. Luca’s Theorem. Appendix C. The Mathieu Groups. References. Index. 
J.A. BQNDY and LT.S,R. MARTY, Graph Theory with AppIicaticbns (MacMillan of Canada, Toronto, 
I976j 264 pp., $ 22.50 (Canadian). 
1. Graphs and Subgraphs. 2. Trees. 3. Conneciivily, 4. IEuler Tours and Hamilton C’yctes. 5. 
h4atchings, 6. Edge &oIourings. 7. Independent Sets and Cliques. 8. Vertex Colourings. 9. Planar 
iGraphs, IQ. Dirtied Graphs. II. Networks. 12. The Cycle Space afld Bond Space. Appendix 8. Hints 
t-o SEW& Exercises. Appendix II. Four Graphs and a IWe of the Ir Properties. Appendix 111. Some 
Inter&sting Graphs, Appendix IV. Unsolved Prablems. Appeiedix V. Suggestions for Further 
Retiing. Glossary of Sym3oEs. Index. 
EBSGER W, DIJKSI’RA, A Discipline of Programming (Prentice-Mall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs. NJ. 
WSA., 3976) 217 pp. 
Q. E~~t_ioual Abstraction. 1. The Role of Programming tinguages. 2. States and Iklr 
Characterization. 3. The Charwterization of Scmantim. 3. The Semantic Charactekallon of a 
Programming baguagle. 5. TWQ Th~~;ms. 6. On the Design of Properly Terminating Chawts. 7. 
Eu&$‘s Algorithm Revisited. 8. ‘The Format I I~.- “--*stment of Same Small Examptes. 9. On !%ndeter- 
~nsy win@ #$m&&, 10. An E$say ot\ &e pi&m: “The Scope of Variables.” 11. Anay b-iatk. 
12.T’k Limw Search Theorem- L . 4% me Probfemof the Next Permutation. 14. The Problem of the 
Dutch Natjon@ Flag. 1.5. Quieting a Sequentiai Fib. I& Merging Problem3 Revisited 17. An 
~xmis Attn%utd to R W. Ramming. IS. Ttae Pattern FvIatching Problem. I9. Writing a Number as 
I @he sm of Tm Squat-. m. The Pruk~km of the Smallest Prime Factor of a Large Number. zI.73~ 
fi&lem of the &j&t fg&~ted ViIl s. 22. The Problem of the Shortest Subspanning Tree. 23. Rem’s 
31s 
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Algorithm for the Recording of Equivalence Classes. 24. The Problem of the Convex Hull in Three 
Dimensi,>ns. 25. Finding the Maximal Strong Components in a Directed Graph. 26. On Manuals and 
Implementations. 27. Yn Retrospect. 
MATTHEW P. GAFFNEY and LYNN ARTHUR STEEN, Annotated Bibliography of Expository 
Writing in the Mathematical Sciences (The Mathematical Association of America, Washington, 
1976) 282 pp., $ 4.50 U.S. 
Prefiace. Subject Classifkations. 1. General. 2. Foundations. 3. Algebra. 4. Analysis. S. Geometry. 
6. Statistics and Computing. 7. Applications. Index by Author. 
ROSS HONSBERGER, Mathematical Gems Ii. The Dolciani Mathematical Expositions No. 2 (The 
Mathematical Association of America, Washington, 1976) ix + 180 pp. 
I. Three Surprises from Combinatorics and Number Theory .2. Four Minor Gems from Geometry. 
3. A Pro&m in Checker-Jumping. 4. The Generation of Prime Numbers, 5. Two Combinatorial 
Proofs. 6. Bicentric Polygons, Steiner Chains, and the Hexiet. 7. A Theorem of Giabriel Lamb. 8. 
Box-packing Problems. 9. A Theorem of Bang and the Isosceles Tetrahedron. 10. An Intriguing 
Series. 11, Chv&ai’s Art Gallery Theorem. 12. The Set of Distances Determined by Irl Points in the 
Plancc. 13. A Putnam Paper Problem. 14. Lov&sz’ Proof of a Theorem off Tutte. Solutions to the 
Exercises. index. 
PETER KALL, Stochastic Linear ProgrammIng. okonometrie und Unternehmensforschung, 
c. 
Econometrics and Operations Research XXI (Springer-Veriag, Berlin, 1976) 95 pp., DM 38.00 
(Cloth) $ 15~60 U.S. (Clotk). 
Prerequisites. Introduction. Distribution Problems. Two Stage Problems. Chance Constr;lined 
Prqramming. References. Subject Index. 
KASTNING, ed., Integer Programming and Related Areas: A Classified Bibliography. Lecture 
Note, in Economics and Mathematical *Systems, Operations Research, No. 128 (Spinger-Verlag, 
Be&n, 1976) xii + 495 pp. 
F&n the fntroductwy remarks: “Tkis bibliography contains publications on integer prc>gramming 
appearing until 1975 and covering tke following topics: theory and methods of general integer 
programming, combinatorial and graph theoretical optimization problems, and applications of 
integer programming. A detailed list of the subjects included is given at the end of the introduction. 
Textbooks and proceedings volumes have been included only if they deal principally with integer 
programming. 
Part I: This comprises the alphabetical bibliography which lists all publications alphabetically by 
the first author and chronologically for each author, and inclttdes the full bibliographical data plus a 
rcterence code, which reflects the author’s name and the publication year, Tke purpose of the code is 
to enable the user to identify publications referred to in Parts 2 and 3. 
Purr 2: In this part the publications have been classified alphabetically according 1s) 41 subjects, 
within which the ordering is agrin alphabetical by the first author. 
Most publications appear under several headings. However, the data quoted is restricted to names 
of authors, title, and reference code, with which the full bibliographical data can be retrieved in 
Part 1. 
Pun 3: The purpose of this part is to enable the user to locate publications for which only a 
coauthor’s name is known. It consists of an alphabetical catalogue of ail the authors appearing in Part 
1, and lists for each author the reference codes of all his publications.” 
JAN KAREL LENSTRA, Se<luencing byEnumerative Methods (Mathematisck Centrum, Amsterdam, 
1976) 205 pp. 
1. fntrodt~ztion. Puft t: Sequencing R4d&ms. 2. Complexity Theory. 3. Quadratic, Qsignment 
Problems. 4. Machine Scheduling Problems. 
Put-t II: Enumerative Methods. 5. Recursive Implementation. 6. An Example: Generation of 
Permul[ations. 7 Explicit Enumeration. 8 Implicit Enumeration. 
Pa 1Z1: S&fuming &f -rtnpliciit E tttneratbn, 9. Tke ‘TraveJ&ag Salelrrtlrrn Problem. 10. One- 
Mackine Scheduling I: Minimizing Maximram Lateness, 11, one-Mwhine Scheduling IL Minimizing 
Total Costa. !2. Permutation Flow-Shop Scheduling. 13. Job-Sbop Scheduling. 
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Part W: Some Appiicdons. ?4. Applications of the Traveiling Salesman Problem. l:i. An 
Application of Machine Scheduling Theory. lti. Conclusion. Bibliography. Author Index. Subject 
index. Samenvatting. Stellingen. 
M.D. MESAROVlC and Y. TAKAHARA, General Systems Theory: Mathematical Foundation,. 
Mathematics in Science and Engineering, t’oiume I13 (Academic Press, New k’ork, 1975) xii t 2~ 
pp.. $ 20.0 U.S. 
I. introduction. IJ. Basic Concepts. JJJ. General Realization Theory. IV. Linearity. V” Past- 
Determinacy. VI. Stationarity and Time Jnviorianee. VII. Controllability. VIII. Minimal Realiz;rtion. 
Ix. Stirbiiity. X. Interconnections of Subsystems, Decomposition, and Decoupling. XI. Computabil- 
ity, Consistency, and Completeness. XII. Categories of Systems and Associated Functors. 
Appendix I. References and Historical Account. Appendix II. Alternative Basis for M&hem;itical 
General Systems Theory. Appendix III, Open Systems and Goal-Seeking Systems. Append;:< IV. 
Basic Notions in Category Theory. Index. 
NATO Advanced Study Institutes Series, Series C: Mathematical and Physical Sciences, Combinarorial 
Programming: Methods and Applications. Proceedings of the NATO Advanced Study Institute held 
at the Palais des Congrks, Versailles, France 
Dordrecht’, 19%) xvi + 3% pp. 
,?-I.3 September, 1974 (D. Reidei Publishing Company, 
Part I: Gened Methodobgy. Modelling Techniques and Heuristics for Combinatorial problems 
(Hciner Miiller-Merbach). Lcs Procedures D’Exploration et D’Optimisation par Separation et 
Evaluation: a survey (Pierre Hansen). Boolean Elements in Combinatorial Optimization: a survey 
(Peter L. Hammer), Fourier-Motzkin Elimination and Its Dual with Application to Integer 
Programming (George B. Dantzig and B. Curtis Eaves). 
Part II: Paths and Circuits. Chemins et Circuits: Enumeration et Qptimisation: a survey (Bernard 
Roy), Path Algebra and Algorithnis (Michel Goodran), Hamiltonian Circuits and the Travelling 
Salesman Problem: a survey (Nicos Christofides), The Peripatetic Salesman and some Related 
Unsolved Problems (Jalcob Krarup), Some Results on the Convex Hull of the Hamiltonian Cycles of 
Symmetric Comp!ete Graphs (Jean-Franlois Maurras),. Finding Minimum Spanning Trees with a 
Fixed Number of Links at a Nod! {Fred Glover and Darwin Klinpman). 
Burr III: Sef P’,wM.ming, Cowri~g artd Parking. Set Partitioning: a survey (Egon Balas and 
Manfred W. Padberg), An Algorithm for Large Set Partitioning Problems (Roy E. Marsten), Le 
Probleme de Partition sous Contrainte (Jean Frt?hei), Character&t&s of Totally Unimodular, 
Balanced an,’ perfect Matrices (Manfred W. Padberg), Some Well-Solved Problems in Combinator- 
ial OptimizatF,jn (Jack Edmonds). 
Part TV: 0:&r C’ombin,arorial Programming Topics. How to Color a Graph: a survey (Dominique 
dtr; Wema), Problemes Exrremaux Concernant le Nombre des Colorations dec Sommets d’Un 
Graw Fini ffoan Tome&, A Few Remarks on Chromatic Scheduting (Dominique de Werra). 
Minimizing T*lt.trat Costs in One-Machine Scheduling (A.H.G. Rinnooy Kan, B.J. Lagewcg, and J.K. 
hnstra), ‘I’he Qua&&c Assignment Problem: A Brief Review fEugene L. Lawkr), Fonctions 
&Evaluation et PenaIites pour tes Programmes Qusdratiques en Ww%des O-1 (Pierre Hansen). 
Solution of ‘I’he Machine Laading Problem with Binary Variables (Claudia Sandi), The Role of 
Put&s in Teaching Combinatorial Programming (H&net Miiller-Merbach). 
JOHANNES CC. PJITSCHE, Vorbsungen &et Minimaiflachen. Die Grundlehren der mathemati- 
s&en Wissenschaften in EinzeldantelIungen, Band 199 (Springer-Verlag, Ber!in, 197%) xiii + 775 pp., 
DM 19g.M (Cebunden), $84.30 U.S. 
Kapitel I. Einleitung. Kapitel II. Kurven und Flachen. Kapitel IJJ. Konforme Abbi!<ung von 
Minimalfiachen, Kapitel 5V. Hilfsmtze der Analysis. Kapitel V. Der Fragenkreis des Plateauschen 
ProMems. Ka@tei Vi. Allgemeinere Randwertprobleme. Kapitel VII. Die Minimalflachengleichung. 
Kapitcl VIII. Vdlbttindige Minimalfiachen. Kapitel IX. Lehrsatze und Aufgaben. Anhang. Hinweise 
.:. zur neuegiten I,.iteratur. Literaturverzeichnis. Sacbverzeichnis. 
‘;- &4R~~T NOL”I’E&%EIER, Graphentheczfie mit Algorithmen und Anwendungen (Walter de Gruy- 
., ter, $erlin, 1976) 239 pp, 
I, Einnfiihrende Beispiele und Begriffe. 2. Speicherung voc Graphen. 3. Erreichbarkeit und 
Y 2&amm&sang. 4, B&me und Geruste, 5. Markie~ngwalgotithR,~n und Suchstrategien. 6. Range, 
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Koeise, Zykkn. 7. Kuneste Entfernungen und Wege. 8. Stromungen 9. Zuordnungen und 
Ubgq feckungen. 10. Reihenfolgen. 11. Netzplane. Verzeichnis der Algorithmen. Verzeichnis der 
Symbale. Literaturverzeichrris. Sachverzeichnis. 
JOHN M. NORMAN, Elementary Dy:lamic Programming (MacMillan of Canada, Toronto, 1975) 92 
pp.. S 8.50 Canadian. 
1. Fundamentals. 2. Formulation . 3. Other Computational Methods. 4. C’nmputationai Problems. 
5. Decision Analysis. Further Reading. References. Index. 
A.H.G. RINNOOY KAN, Machine Scheduling Problems, Classification, complexity and computations 
(H.E. Stenfert Kroese, Leiden, 107”i) 183 pp. 
1. Introduction. 2. Problem Formul&on. 3. Methods of Solution. 4. One-Machine Problems. 5. 
Two-Machine and Three-Machine Problems. 6. General Flow-Shop and Job-Shop Problems. 7. 
Concluding Remarks. List of Notations. References. Author Index. Subject Index. Samenvatting. 
JOSEPH WEIZENBAUM, Computer Power and Human Reasons: From Judgment to Calculation 
(W.H. Freeman and Company, San ?+ancisco, 1976) xii + 300 pp., $ 9.9s U.S. 
Introduction. 1, On Toots. 2. Where the Power of the Computer Comes From. 3_ How Computers 
Work. 4. Science and the Compulsive Programmer 5. Theories and Models. 6. Computer Models in 
Psychology. 7. The Computer and Natural Language. 8. Artificial Intelligence. 9. Incomprehensible 
hgrams. 10. Against the Imperialism of Instrumental Reason. Notes. index, 
W.T. ZIEMBA and R.G. VICKSON Eds., Stochastic Optimization Models ‘in Finance. Economic 
G 
Theory and Malhematical IEconomics (Academic Press- Inc., New York, 1975) xvi + 719 pp. 
Parrt i: Nathemurical Tdwols. introduction. 1. Expected Utility Theory. 2. Convexity and the 
Kuhn-Tucker Conditions. 3. Dynamic Programming. Computational and Review Exercises. Mind- 
Expanding Exercises. 
, 
Pan If: Qualitative Ecc wmic Results. Introductizt . 1. Stochastic Dominance. 2. Measures of Risk 
.4version. 3. Separation ‘~“h eorems. Computational and Review Exercises. Mind-Expanding Exer- 
cises. 
Part fff: Static Por4--4o Selection A4odels. Introduction. 1. Mean-Variance and Sat zty First 
Approaches and Their Extensions. 2. Existence and Diversification of Optimal Portfolio Policies. 3. 
Effects of Taxes on Risk Taking. Computational and Review Exercises. Mind-Expanding Exercises. 
Part f V: Dynamic Models Reducible to St&c Models. Introduction. 1. Models That Have a Single 
Decision Point. 2. Risk Aversion over Time Implies Static Risk Aversion, 3, Myopic Portfolio 
Paticies. Computational and Review Exercises. Mind-Expanding Exercises. 
Part V: Dynamic Mod&. introduction. !. Two-Period Consumption Models and Portfolio 
Revisicr. 2. Models of Optimal Capital Accumulation and Portfolio Selection. 3. Models of Option 
Strateg! . 4, The Capital Growth Criterion and Continuous-Tie Models+ Computationai and 
Review Exercises. Mind-Expanding Exercises- Bibliography. Index. 
ZOtrTENDfJK, Mathematical Programming Methods (North-Holland Publishing ampany, 
Amst::rdam, 1976) xiv+500 pp,, Dfi. 85.00, $ 27.50 U.S. 
Chapter 1. Introduction. Chapter 2. Theory of linear programming. Chapter 3, The simplex 
method. Chapter 4. Numerical aspects of the simplex method. Chapter 5 Other methods for linear 
programming. Chapter 6. Special structures. Chapter 7. Post-optimal analysis. Chapter 8. Decomp& 
sition and partitioning methods. Chapter 9. Integer and mixed integer linear programming. Chapter 
10. Theory of nonlinear programming. Chapter Il. General principles of a method of feasible 
directions. Chapter 12. Direction generators. Chapter 13. Linear programming and the methods of 
feasible directions. Chapter 14. Unconstrained optimization. Chapter IS. Quadratic programming. 
Chapter 16. Linearly constrained nonlinear programming. Chapter 17. General nonlinear program- 
ming. References. Subiect Index. 
